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INTROOUCTION

peer”

      

The nuclear multiplication rate (elzhe) was memeured to compare it

with credictions based on date from hydrodynesic shots previously carried

out at Nevada Test Site, and on nevtronic celculations normalized to

critical assembly meacurements.

he> detonated as the Yuma shot on a 200 foot tower on Aomon

Island, Fniwetok “heont, at 0766:00.9 on May °8, 1956. The yleld was about
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Gt’ ERAL INFCRMATICN

Coservet Weather at Shot Tire

Fig, (-1 - Enivetok Atoll Mar

Fig, O-2 Sclertific Statior and Zero Poirt

Fig, (2 ~ MadSa"e Survey, [Day

Fig, Cui - RadSafe Survey, D+ 1

Figo, Ge5 — RadSafe Survey, D + 2
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SYED VEATHFR FOR 28 MAY 1956
SHOT TIME 07564

Sea Level Pressure

Free Air Surface Temperature

Wet Bulb Temperature

Dew Point Temperature

Relative Humidity 80%

Surface Wind 080° at 18 kta;
guests to 20 kts

Visibility 10 Miles

GLouDS

5/10 cumulus; bases 1500 feet; tops 5000 feet - one top 810,000 feet
25 miles southeast. 3/10 altocumulua; bases 18,000 feet; tops 19,000 feet
(1/10 trensparent), 10/10 cirrostratus; teses 30,000 feet; tops 34,000
feet (9/10 transparent).

‘“DPATHER

Widely scattered lift showers, The only shower near the shot point
pessed north of Enivetok Island at H-10 ainutes and was 3 miles west of

Eniwetok at shot time. Thirty mile clear ares approaching shot point,

STATE OF SEA

Ocean Side: Wave heiphts 7 feet, period 6 seconds, direction 080°,
Lagoon Side: Weve heights greater than one foot,

%EST AVAILABLE Copy 
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. 1

Pressure Height Temperature Dew Point

Millibere Feet 2 —S

1000 280 27.0 22.5
906 3,117 20.4 17.2
850 4,930 17.8 10.5
831 5,545 16.8 07.9
81s 6,135 16.0 11.8
755 8,432 12.4 09.8
700 10 , 300 09.8 02.5
680 11,122 08.5 05,3
642 12,631 05.2 02.8
635 12,959 04.8 -06.5
600 14,450 02,1 -03,1
509 15,814 -00,.7 -06,7
547 16,929 01,0 ~10.6

; 500 19,200 05.8 -15,2
s bil 22,441 12.2 -20,5!

400 24,840 “15.4 -27.5
300 31,740 ~32.0 -38.6
200 40,700 $55.4 M
150 46,520 -4.3 M
100 54,240 “77.9 N

feet 50 67,610 63.2 x
feet 25 “48.9 x

0
WINDS ALOFT

Height Direction Speed Height Direction Speed

int Tesh —Degracs_ Enete Test. —Degreas. Bocts

£ 1,000 090 29 24,000 160 22
2,000 090 2a 26,000 200 pv
3,000 090 30 28 ,000 250 12
4,000 090 32 30,000 190 19

° 5,000 090 29 32,000 190 25
. 6,000 080 29 34,000 210 29

7,000 080 31 36,000 220 32
8,000 080 33 38 ,000 200 35
9,000 080 32 40 ,000 216 38
10,000 080 27 45,000 230 bh
12,000 080 22 50 ,000 270 39
14,000 090 13 5§ ,000 210 25
16,000 140 ua 60 ,000 060 12
18,000 150 12 65,000 080 32
20,000 100 10 70 ,000 10 33
22,000 140 26 75,000 090 32

80 ,000 100 4l
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PART II

DOD PROGRAKS

Col. K. D.
CTu-3

Progrezm 1 - Blast and Shock Measuresente Maj kh. T. Bingham

Progrem 2 - Nuclear Radietion and Effects COR D. C, Campbell

Program & - Teate of Service Equipment and Lt Col C. W. Bankes
Materials 13
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Project 1.1 - Basic Blast Measurements - J. J. Mesrarce @

ORTECTIVE

The objective of Project 1.1 in participation in

   to document the propagation of the blaet wave from a

INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation used was the BRL self recording pt and q

gages. The pt rages were mounted fluah with the surface of the ground

and the q gaves vere mounted with the centerline of tre axis 3 feet

above the surface. The complete blest line which was on Aomon extended

from 0 feet to 1000 feet from ground rero,

BESULIS

The observed values of peak overpressure and dynamic pressure ere

plotted in Fig 1.1-1. When the necsured values are compered with

curves taken from T™ 23-200 for ee... an sverere
v7

surface, theRYthe better fit. The mejority of the values
S

plotted fall betweenfin
o~

The project was ruccessful in achieving its ctjective and the

pressure values recorded will aid in validating the HOB curves for

RE:<<...
4%

s
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Pig. 1.1-1 - Peak Overrpressure and Dynamic Freassure Vs Dietarce, DELETED

(Yuma )  
- 15 -
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Project 1.5 - Vehicle Damage Effects - R. W. McWeil

UpleciivE
To determine the accuracy of present damage prediction charts

extended to the region, Previous vehicle,¢xpcoures to

nuclear detonatione have all been approximately::: lerger.

TEGUNIQUES yw

Eight vehicles, truck, 1/4 ton 4x4 Utility WWII Model MB vere

arrenged in pairs at four ststions from ground sero. The stations

were 150, 250, 350, and 400 feet from ground sero. One vehicle at

each station was oriented with the front end facing ground sero

(face-on) while the side of the other vehicle was tovarde ground zero

(side-on). Steel stakes were driven in the ground at cach vehicle

astetion to facilitate displacement measurements,

BESULTS

BEST AVAiLAoLeE COPY
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DELETED

SONCLUSIORS

Based on the limited inscecticn cerformed, the damage to the

vehicles in general agrees with predicted damare levels using the

formula and curves found in THM 273-200,
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Project 2.51 - Neutron Plux Measurements and Shielding Studies -

C. We luke

OBJECTIVES

To measure the neutron flux and energy spectrum as e@ fynction of

distance from the point of detonation otTT:..

Also to evaluate the angular distribution of the neutron flux aboutRY

evice. , :

To compare the foil detector method of deterwining dose in rep

with chemical and semi-conductor methods.

LESTEDENTATI
In order to evaluate the angular ‘istritution of the neutron flux

rorEBT) abot, thre instrument lines vere required. The lines

vere laid as follows: Ome line extending along the projection on the

ground of the long axts of the device, one line at 45° to this projection,

and one line st 64° to this srojection. It was desired that the third line

be placed at 90° to the long axis of the device, however, a permanent

structure along the 90° line required the use of the 64° angle.

Rach instrument line consisted of a 1 inch steel cable laid along

the ground. At each 100 yard interval the following detectors vere

placed: Au, 1 az. or 2 on. Blo shielded Puc3?, 238 S, cheeical

dosimeters, cermanium dosimeter, and navy DT60 plese dosimeters. Only

237two samples of Np were available for this shot, One sample was placed

at the 200 yd. station on the 0° line and one at the 100 yd. atation on 



 

SYCRET . 242°

Wsu.Is

Table 2.5)]-] gives the station mumber, slant distance tc the device,

and the neutrons per cm* as measured by eact. of the various detectors.

Table 2.51-2 gives the station number, alant distance, and the peutron

dose in rep eas measured by the USAF Schoc] of Aviation Medicine's ches—

deal doeimeters, Table 2.51-3 gives the station number, slant distance,

and gemma dose for thoae DI6C glase dosimeters which could be read tere

in PPG, The remaining -T6U'a had to b returned to the 21 for reading

due to the high dose rates, The AFC cherical dosimeter and germanium

dosimeter data ere nct availatle at this time.

Pig. 2.51-1, 7, 3, and 4 are plots o% neutron flux times slant

distence scuared ve slant distance “or Pu, Mp, U, and S respectively.

Pig. 2.$1-§ 18 @ plot of neutron “lux tires slant distance ve slant

distance for sold. The Np graph assumed that there is no spectral

variation along the instrument line, tre line being drown parallel to the

Pu and 0 included in the resree*ive lir+s, The Np point or the 64° line

bas peen adjusted upward tc compensate ‘or the srperent perturbation of

the tower. Fig. 7.51-6 ta @ plot of dose ‘n rep times slant distance

squared wa slant dietance as reas..red t the USAF chemical dosimeters

te te mmaron fol He. BEST AVAILABLE COPY
The oo this device can easily be detrcted fros the graphs.

The reason fcr the change in slope of the 45° line is oct clear,

It may be seen that the dose as reas red by the chemical dosimeters

is low by a factor of three to five as comrarrd to thet measured by the

foil system, This discrepancy is not irasiiately explainable. It ie

anticipated that upon recalibration of ‘oth systeme and comparison witb

AEC dosimeters thia discrepancy will be resolved.

-19-
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TABLE 2.51-1

MEASURED NEUTRON FLUX
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Project €,.) - Aewar ‘« Lococo’ for of “lectromimatic Tulse Sourcee

FT. A. Lewde

ogre tome

Tourtlice the -leetromoepnetic cLon 2 cricinsting from nuclear

weapon letonation- *2 determine cround cere 2° letsnation, Seroniari’y

tro oetain the rdel? fata th t d- availabi- {. ‘he bomt pulse.

xmacmire

 

Tocethon af spun? gern fe mete wou 1M a fawearse Torgr crincirle,

The ayltt tama the Wem owe Foor e ivel atoocrto2 custione fa recor et.

at tae, AER cee fe pan Ent of the Toeererenetic pulse detween, , b. TTT. ‘

tee stecion- will bo ure! tr levermsdne a tocepbel is curve which runs

wea rates © dnters arfsn 7% ter cr mere cunvas

 

Thervoure tac ocyttows Bet co teetol, One sytem imown as the stort

fr
ha T4dn- oor Narcl “yctemoorer uo at fate Vaw.dtan Islands and

anstte cr orat dq Teh eemtag, Car ont ase sgete Fs mae an station with

elave rtatdrcc canreste?d with wleroway lf 4 5% to + whic? on edther

mle, Tee elev stociana peosetom ant automitieal yy trinamit the bomt

pec te tho ompctes station eter e pa tse cooce ot ttre 4 fferonces are”

analyze!, The “3ldifsmia ret tin the moter station Toeate’ at Woodland

artoelay: ctatione cour Pattotur, an? Marycville, “he Howatian net has

the master etitdar incatet at for-, Uawaldi anlocne slay stations at

Tel Yall, Muuf; ani Tapa, Hawad!, “ach 1° will attemr* to determine

one krperbolic tine or a line -f position ant wil’ not atterpt u” exuat

fiy or ev ct lnceatdse of ervucl cers,

Tne recond vyetem known if ot. long bese Tine syst om has one net

? ra
ey 8 Oa og Fe Sn WN op

etevotes van ~ tue tee COPY

af stations in the Tulsdfaqyince oat inather in the Cont tnental DB, 5. cc:
w) . .
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: Bach long base line net requir-s « synchronizing transmitter and re-

@ ceiving station located not more than °5M aflcs “rom the transmitter.

For the Hawaiian net *he transei‘ter is located at Haiku, Oahu an! re-

cclver citos at Midway Ieland, Iaheina, Maul ond Paleyra Island. Yor

the Stateside net the transmitter 1s locate! at Carolina Seach, North

Carotins an? recotwer sites wt Harlingen APP Texas, Xirroge APE “tehtcan,

Plythevills APP Arcansss, ant Porestport, New York, Tach receiver

tation will 2etermine exact tine of receipt of bomb pulse. From this

in’ormet‘orn lincs 7° nosition wil? be drawn and definite fixes or exact

loeation of zreunt zcro will Ww determine! “or each act.

+ eenr ;

base

Fiswali. Kona 8°? stations rnoeived ani r -coric’ elestromgnetic

oat ne orratine *:om ‘emt detonation. Line of position error 6.5 nau

tioal miles, Maximr vield—|

Colifernia, Wootland n-* al? stations }roetved ind recorded

elvctromipnetie puls. cmanatin, from hem t¢tonation, Line of position

error 2 miles, maximum ffel4ton

berg bise dine wwe

Havadt. Lnhcfaa net al? stations reecive!l cnt reecordet electro-

mapnet{c pulse emaratin: from bomb tetonat{on, Tahsina “ix error wes

236) yards. The fell strength for the siy wave at Lahaina—_

"Statontte. Perlingen AP Texas n-t atl stations roecefvei mi ree

aorde! elcetromagn tic tular ewvanatincg “rom bomb detonation.

crittias APR Now York receive: and recoric! electromagnetic pulse

@ from bomb totonat ion.

. BBE3IS erbh ~

: aR Th oe oe ee Se saAAASE PY .
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@ No con-lusion san he mate und) Surther fafcrmitian is orcodved

from tutu vreluetion ain: dneeorp -etation,
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Project 6.2 ~ Effects of Atamlo Fxplosions on the Yonosphere . MN. A. Newn

Test TUad

The objegtive of Projost £.2 tc tc obtats tet: on the effects
as

ofEB»:0207 explosions on th: Yonosphere, Principally
+

to investigate the area of absorption probably due to the hign

altitude ratiogativ>e marticles ani to stuly the effact of ortentatian

relative to the earths magnetic fleld om Fo layer effects,

DIeTnWrATy .

comes

Two Ionosphere recomiess, type “=, oper:ting on pu’se transuission,

installe? in 6 ton trailer wane, one Tooated at Tongerik 4¢>11 ani one

locute! at Kusale in the Caroline Tslinds,

me Tonosphere recorder, ‘ype “3, operating om pulre transmiasion,

4nstallet in a %97 olane base at “nivetok Tstair', "niweto¢ Atoll.

Dets ei) at

Tonosphere recorier site (Rongerik Atoll)

eite (Kusule)

AT/CPIA7, type “a2 Tonosrtere ereccier lth a power output of 10

Ke peak pulse sltorn.tely transaitting and reeclwing tutantically over

the range of frequencies from) :0 75 mepacycles, This equijewnt measures

am renoris at vertical incidence the virtual heicl* and critical fre

queicies 2° fonizet rarions 2f the upper atmosphere,

& fOP ohm multiple wire antenna Jesigned and erected Bo that the

Alraction of maxtmm intensity of redietion will be at the desired ver-

tical angl+ over all of the operating frequency range from] to °3 
3 ga



megacycles. The tranamitting and receiving antennes snd the ground

plane vere in mutual perpendiculer planes with the plane of the

trangaitting untenns oriented 53 degr-es to the east of magnetic north.

Ionosphere recorder site (C-97 sirplane)

Same as for Rongerik and Kusaie except that a C3 Ionosphere

recorder vee used. This recorder is the same os the C-2 exoept for

a few modifications and improvements.

The transaitting antenna in the C-97 was a single wire delte fastened

to the lateral extremities of the teil asseabdly.

RESULTS *)
NS

All etetions operated successfully duringi) abot,

There vere no noticeable effects on the Ionosphere from this teat.

BEST AYTOLASLS SORPYae PM a
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Project 6.4 - Determination of Charectef.stics cf A.rtorne Flush

Mounte? Anteanes and Photo Tubes for Yield Leterninsticr

ot ixtended Groundeto-Air konges = /. J. Waters

 

  wee c
y az

To determine the effectivenese of flusr mounted? alirtorne antennss

and obctotubes at various fround-toeair ran-es in cetocting chrracter-

istic low fre cuency electromagnetic racisticn ars visible redisticn

reevectively.

Tc seternine tne temcra. and am-iitude characteristics cf une low

Treguency el¢ctrecacnetic radiation at various grouncd-toeair riences.

Tc setervine the tem-orsl end intensity characteristics cf visdcle

redisti-n ct verssas prounu-toecir reares,

To setermice the effects of etrient conziticns uvcn the retisfactery

measurerent of the -areareters sceci fied in tre Sirst two itens,

JNSTPUM: NTATICN

: fiducial entennas ? ecc.e cameras

lowhi- ontenne } se uence cazera

1 aynchronizer 1 reccrier

2 hotoheads

Tumcnt Sec-*# (1 o duel team, 1 6 sinrle bear)

SCHNI

Signal is received ty antenna fed throuch an amolifier cnc ‘nen to

the secre, The sifpnol ie then -hotoere: hed. hotohe 3 cutrut is led

directly to the recorder. The se uene. c: era -hotoi.r chs the blest

Girectly for use in corr-Isation of ;revious dat: Tictence se
ty

an roxivately 93 siles. aD fe ty~OPy COME _

‘Aioe

BEST A  
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ReSVL -s

r Th ge uence cazera jammed oni ic ei lLonet te sneer if date wae

recorz-d until film ie cevelonec.

GONGLE RS

Devends on resulty of -otorra ry.
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Project 6.5 = Analysis of Plectromagnetic Pulse Protuce! by Nuclear

Preplosion - Charles J. Ong

AE pepo
. ‘a

“he asthwe oF Prat at OT ae ee shat utasms cf the electron

aTshat ee met home durde oc 8 rat ts .Bis tle ratlation f° at}

Thiet Vien te go Weourel fp noqne stine 24th oo sort snuing aay relating

Vo wiove* omg naramctere to the tebe na sdel4 nf? the t-ftenation,

orernot

Mec drertfo.l mtatione are ure’ ¢- prance fot, ere at Mniwet-k

, > s at Baafalafin,

he Instrument .tfon somsiste 7? a uide-har.? recelver wth semrate

outrute comrecte! to eno 77% She threes oastliccecnes, Mow. od on each

eS yascewme Joon Telnpadt fast Camem for pacomling thn translact dise

"aye

Ti whitest ad reastyes sa fete +f sn pefmer an!’ f-ue secondary

TUTE Te POI aawe etd tfare, Se aetenca, S-ecvecee Insensitive f the

ange of tntesedt te Oat fdrestty fats the redmer aitio’s Collower. The

primary cattote follower da ther ecnnectet to “our intirihel ocathets

Ssliow cs bea FC ahr esuxtat ec hye, Ont vy chree seccndary follovers are

wildvel, th: four!) services asouoanc.  The mahen sre nt ter mth th  Collawars Scrat oasgl ses nea th

B.-er speets of approrimitely 0° mfarsrecon’s per centimeter .nd 12 mleree
,

seconta/nantimater rasnastive’y, The -impher three enthata Saliser fs
=

~-aneeted to the thict csetllorrone thru? a 2 mficrrean or? deley line.

The thir! oxcdlloscone has 1 sneer speed 0° 1,9 microseconis/omtineter.
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Table 2,51-1 gives the station mmber, slant distance to the device,

end the neutrons per om? as measured by eact. of the warious detectors.

Table 2.5l-2 gives the station number, slant distance, and the neutron

dose in rep as measured by the USAP Schoc) of Aviation Medicine's chea—

Seal dosimeters. Table 2.51-3 gives the station number, slant distance,

and gamma dose for those DT6C glass doaimrtors wich could be read here

in PPG, The remaining “T&C's had to b- returned to the ZI for reading

due to the high dose rates, The AFC chenica] dosimeter and germanius

dosimeter data are nct availatie at this time,

Pig. 2.51-1, 7, 3, and 4 are plots o” neutron flux times slant

distence scuared ws sient distance “or Pu, Np, U, and S respectively.

Pig. 2.51-5 18 a plet of neutron ‘lux tires slant distance vs slant

distance for sold. The Bp graph essumd that there is no spectral

variation along the instrument line, tre line being drewn parallel to the

Pu and U included in the resecoetiwe lirsa. The Bp point on the 64° line

has peen adjusted upward tc compensate for the arparent perturbation of

the tower, Fig. 7.51-6 is a plot of dosr ‘n rep tines slant distance

squared ws slant distance as rras..red bt the USAF chemical dosimeters

and tke neutron “%o1l wnBEST AVAILASLE COPY

CONCLOST

The lof this device can easily be detected frogs the graphs.

The reagon for the change in slope of the 45° line is net clear,

It may be seen that the dese as reasmad by the chemical dosimeters

is low by a factor of thres to five ae compared to that measured by the

foil system, This discreparcy is not iraniieatcly explaineble. It is

anticipated that upon recalibration of toth syeteme and comparison with

AEC dosimeters this discrepancy will be resolved.
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All oscilloscopes were triggerol simultanevusly by the DC trigger

device located in the primary oathote follower and connected directly

to the receiving antenna. The 2 eicroseccni lelay line was aided to

permit the leading edge of the waveform to be recorie,

In orier to establish a iefinite time relationship between the

recertion of the signal ani the ‘-iggering °° « civen tevice such as

a counter or tranamitter, a time marker rip, generate! by the delay oy

trigrer from me of the osellloscopes, ts fed through the 2 wicro-

second delay line ani superimpose) on th~ Saitial portion of the re-

ceived waveform,

PRocrors
All oscilloscopes ar« calibrated against a known frequency standard

for sweep linearity.

The cathoie follover trireporing systen is set to trigger approx.

imately Gib. above the noise level, The vertioal jeflectorsof the

asecillosespes are set to receive the predi-ted fiel! strength.

BOSULIS

Ar

Date was rec oRqed on all onelllescopes. The pre'icte!l Mell strength

-the measure! fieli strengtr-

|awaveform vere gool ani shouli provide dats for easy analysis.

~~“ Br
Data vas recorie!l on al) oscilloscopes. The “eli-tei fleli strength

asWEI02 os wesc: 100 corega
‘ 3

BR-evetoms showel evilence of being moiulat-1 by an unmown

carrier,
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PART III

TASK UNIT 1

Jach Boy
Keith Bayer
Advisory Group

Program 16 - Prysics & Electronics & Reaction B, E, Watt
History
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Project 1¢,3 - Electromagnetic Investigations - R. Partridge

Project 16,3 measures the time interval between the primary and

secondary reactions ir multi-stage Jevices by direct oscilloscopic recorl-

ing of the electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency range. In

addition, methods of obtaining other diagrosatic information fron this

radiation are investigated,

Equipmert vas operated to measure alpha, the rate of rise of the

nuclear reaction, Severe radio interference was experienoed, but traces

were obtained at reduced sensitivity which appear to be related to alpha.

More detaile? readings of these traces will be required.

The time interval equipment was operate’, using this device for s

dry run, All chanrels operated correctly.
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FART IV

TASK SNIT I

’ UCR. TOGRa's

LlAbbas
we Ne Sdtbing
Dep for URL

Progrezr 2) - Radicohenistry

Program 22 - History of the Reaction

Program 23 - Scientific Photography
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@ Project 21.1 - Radiochemioal Analysis - R, Goeckermann
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@ Project 22.2 + Sample Colleetion - R. Batzel    

   
The Air Porce Special Weapons Center suprlied six F-846 and one

B57, ae sample planes ard contro] aircraft, respectively,

Aireraft Time after shot - Alt. Collected - Piseion - Pilot Radistion
. Bours Thousand feet .

 

032 0.3C - 1.00 6-7 4675 2 1015

038 0.45 = 1.15 6-7 1.13 21015

052 1,00 + 1.1 5-6 0.65 x 1015 :

053 1.10 - 1.K 6.8 = 7.3 1.80 x 1015

046 1,20 - 1.50 7 1.9% x 1015

054 1.40 = 2,00 6.3 - 6.8 1.36 x 1015

: “~~
Tne cloud on (Yuma) topred at about 10,000 feet and the base ms _

at 5,000 feet, <>

The samples collectad were lerge enough for all measurements necessary.

The succeas of the sampling vas due to the cooparation and interest shown by

the Air Force personnel.
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@ Project 21.3 - Short Half-life Activities - P. Monyer

pose?

Another phase of Project 21.3 was engapred in finding total tritiu

in the cloud. This vas done in the following manner: Carricr amounts of

. heavy water, krypton and zenon were added to the collection bottles prior

to the program, The collection system consisted of filters for particulate

matt-r and collection bottles mounted on the sampling planes. Cas samples

were collected at various altitudes and times following the detonation and

returned to Parry for separation, MKryptcr, xenon, water and carton dioxide

were separated fror the gas sazple and molybdenum was separated from the

filter sample. Krypton, xenon and molytdenur were collected to determine

fiesione per collection bo*tie, The remaining activities, cl4 gna 43 were

returned to the laboratory, as barium carbonate and water for the deter-

mination of tota) tritium and poanthly C24 yield,

The fission bottle data are shown in Table 21,3-l.

,
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TABLE 21.3-1

FISSION BOTTLE DATA

Lies - 6756 = 5/22/56

Bottle Rvelu = PP-54 RWeYu = PP-5¢ RW-Yu - FP-58

Plight Tiger White 2 Tiger White 3 Tiger Blue 2

Altitude 6,500 5,75C €,500

Coll. Time® 4491243~52201 +53~58 340 4#96-10113C

Net Sezple Wt. 51 oz. 14 02. 17 of.

peveT™®

 

* Mame of collcetion after shot time (minutes).
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Project 22.1 - Measurement of Alpha and Boost - L. F. Wouters

EXPERIMENTAL

The gamma rays produced by the sucleer reaction were detected by

 

fluor-photocell detectors locate? in a lead lined “doghouse” 890 feet from

the sero point. A 27 foot lead pipe served to collimate the game rays

onto an array of four fluors, The four fluors vere positioned in tandes

along the gamma path and vere observe’ by « total of three photodiodes

and four photomultiplier units. Combinations of gama attenuators betveen

fluors and optical attenuators between different detector unite on the

same fluor enabled the attainment of complete coverage from the 3th

generation level to well above the peak expected farma signal, The detector

outputs vere trangitted by cable to recording oscillographs located in

the blockhouse where cameras provided a permanent fils record of the signals.

In adtition to the “oghouse® detectors «a fluor-photomultiplier unit

logated two feet ‘rom the Jevice in the cab enabled individual neutrons

to be detecte? po that the initiation time might be determined.

BESULIS

The reaction history experiment wes successful in poamunipe the high

explosive transit time and the reaction rate of cee device.

yrapeitTipe: The high explosive transit time was measured to

toMIN«con tne raunit pulee to the tine of rise
Me

of the ENS neutron pulse.

Alpbe: Preliminary reaction history results are indicated in Pig.

22.l-]1 an? 22,1-2. Pig, 22.1-1 is a plot of the equivalent gama Mev

BEST AVAILABLE COPY co)
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per sec point source strength vs time as obtained from a combination

slope-emplitode arr] timing-amplitute fit of the individual pieces of data.

Pig. 27,1-2 is an alpha ve tine curve derived from Pig. 22.1-1. The alphas

obtained from individual detectors are also indicated in Fig. 22,l-2,
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Pig. 221-1 = Yuma Reaction History
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Fig. 22.1-2 - Alpha vs Tire (Yura!
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Project 22,3 - $-Mit Monitoring - C. E. Ingersoll

E, C, Woodward

The technique used for monitorine the S-unit consisted of teheneterdie

signals from signal sources in the immediate neighborhoo! of eorom

device by high frequency radiofrequency methods to a receiving ‘and recording

station located on Parry, The sienals were then recorie’ on oscillographs,.

The signal sources were the load ring pulse of the X-unit and the ‘

output of a fluor - photowultiplier jetector nesr the S-unit which measure’ ,

beth the S-unit output art the gemma rays from the nuclear reaction,

The oscillograph displays consiste’ of a raster scope tispleay containing

all signals and 4 linear sweep *isplay on a 517 oscillograph which showed

greater detail of the load ring pulse signal and the S-unit signal,

The results of the meesurerert are as follows:

Time from beginning of X-unit load ring pulse to breekavay of

——
Yiel4 of sunt.
Time from beginning of X-unit loa’ ring pulse to amma pulse

breakaway =
aN

Zbetween pasma ~ise ani equipment cutoffas
wy
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Project 23.1 - Fireball and Bhangreter - AH, Grier

D. F. Seacord 5B, M. Carder

TIREBALL

Two of three Parry Eastmans provided fireball records; due to the

delay in detonation t!re one Eastman had expended its file load,

Three of four Piireai Eastaans recorie! fireball grovth; the fourth

canere jane,

The yield ofMMBuma) vac sufciciontly lov as to invalidate $5

scaling; although @ appeared to be relatively coretant this -orstancy

occurred in the rerion of maximum @ before ite normal decay to the

"constant @* region, The relative-sealing me‘ho} has been applied using

theI«-- comparison. Film 424207 was not used siroce.

the @-t date are suspect, resulting in e monctonioally—tecreasing curve.

The average yield of five Eastmans ari four Rapatronics is:

BRANCMETER

Three of four Mark 5 Bhanpneters operating at the cortrol point —

gave records, Times to the first ninimevere
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